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5.4.1 Discussion of the Constraint Lines

Considering the design window on the diagram, basically four types of restriction lines

which constrain the design space to a design window can be realized:

1. constraint of the minimum mean wind velocity of 5 m/s within the summer months.

2. the CG-constraint line, where the centre of gravity lays in a stable area, so that

disturbing roll moments can be avoided.

3. the area constraint line, the constraint of maximum mean wind velocity, since above
this velocity the available segment surface area is less than the necessary area of the

solar arrays. Thus the segment surface area is not enough to install the solar arrays,
in as much this area of solar cells is necessary to produce the required electrical

energy during the regenerative mission.

4. the constraint of maximum payload.

In the following we will describe and discuss the constraint lines in detail:

1. Constraint of the minimum mean wind velocity: In this case it is the minimum mean
velocity of 5 m/s which we meet in the summer months at the 48◦ longitudinal (see figure

5.1). This value is taken as a basis to constrain the design space. For a long endurance
mission within the summer months a HAP should be able to overcome these mean wind

speeds over the mission duration. Of course the propulsion system is able to bring about
greater peak velocities as well, but for determination of the mean energy consumption
on board this value of wind speed is used as basis and in according to this the energy

system is layout. These parameters restrict the design space from bottom up and give the
minimum size of the HAP and hence also the minimum size of all other on board system

especially the size of propulsion system and energy system.
2. CG-constraint line: For the description of the CG-constraint line the design window

of the four mission scenarios are presented and compared with each other in figure 5.18.
There the CG-constraint lines are recognizable. This line occurs by connecting the CG

constraint points on the curves. The constraint point indicates that only designs at the
right side of the curve are valid designs, where the entire centre of gravity lie in the stable
area of beyond D/4 (figure 5.19). Since the solar arrays are integrated at the upper surface

of the segments and raise the centre of mass, the additional weights have to be integrated
at the bottom of the segments in form of payload or system components, in order to shift

the centre of gravity in the stable area so that disturbing roll moments can be avoided.
Moreover the course of the CG constraint line is characteristic for this kind of solar array

technology and corresponding energy storage device with its specific mass.
Hereby this issue is discussed in detail by comparing the 4 diagrams:
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By comparing the constraint points of the two diagrams for 2.5km altitude with each other

(figure 5.18), it is observable that each HAP length along the CG constraint line belongs
to a specific wind velocity. E.g. for 8.8m/s we have a length of 80m and for 8m/s we have

a length of 60m. Thus these value pairs are inextricably linked to each other so that they
are valid for both diagrams with two different type of electrical storages.

Figure 5.18: Comparison of design windows for description of the CG-constraint line for
both energy storage concepts: batteries and hydro fuel cell; for flight in 2.5 km and

20km altitude and solar arrays with 1.5kg/m2 and 19% efficiency

The corresponding constraint length to each velocity is characteristic for this type of solar

array technology with the specific mass of 1.5kg/m2 and 19% efficiency and can not fall
below this limit. Here we compare designs of regenerative missions with same solar array

type but two different types of energy storage concepts. The one is the battery system
with 156Wh/kg and the other one is the hydro fuel cell with 1.866kWh/kg, thus almost
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12 times higher energy density than a battery. Since the solar arrays are integrated at the

upper surface of the segments and the energy storage is integrated at the bottom of the
segment, it has to be made sure that the over all centre of gravity is below D/4 (figure

5.19). This can only be ensured by adding further weights at the bottom of the segments
thus it is only possible above a certain size of LTA HAP. If this is not the case disturbances

of roll moments are produced which cause risk that the LAT HAP can turn up side down.
That’s why it is important to make sure that the designs lay at the right side of the CG-line.

By connecting all marking constraint points with each other a CG constraint line occurs
which restricts the design space from the left side of the design surface. Therefore the
position of this line is dependent on the solar array technology. Since these solar arrays

are used for both energy system concepts, it means that the centre of mass of the solar
arrays is at the same position corresponding to the z-axis for both concepts. Thus almost

same counter mass has to be installed at the bottom of the segments in order to shift the
overall centre of mass into a stable position of below D/4. In the first case such a counter

mass exists in form of batteries. Since the fuel cell contains 12 times less mass for same
energy storage capacity, the remaining mass is compensated by other type of mass such as
payload mass. Therefore the design surface of the fuelcell concept is slender and stretched

to the right side in comparison to the battery system. As mentioned before there exist same
dependency between velocity and HAP length for both concepts along the CG constraint

line, thus according to that the power consumption is also the same for each HAP length.
Also the total mass for each velocity and HAP length for both concepts is equal. But

because of the 12 times lighter fuel cell system the mass of energy storage system is
also 12 times lighter than that of a battery system and therefore according to the mass

difference a greater payload mass is necessary for same wind velocity and HAP length
to compensate this mass difference and therefore the design window area is stretched to
the right side in area of high payload masses for same wind velocities. This means that

performing a design with this kind of solar array technology would result into a length
of LTA HAP with its corresponding wind velocity which is always equally independent

from the type of used energy storage system, since decisive is the position of the centre
of gravity (figure 5.19). Thus according to the diagram in figure 5.18 a design for LTA

HAP with 9m/s and 500kg payload implies a length of 61m which is at the left side of the
CG constraint line and therefore out of the design window. However a length of 93m is

chosen which is a point laying direct on the CG constraint line by resulting in a LTA HAP
design with 2.1 tone additional ballast. By this way a design with stable CG position is
achieved for a reasonable mission.

The same applies for the altitude of 20kms: There exists a CG constraint line which
starts at a length of about 90m for about 8m/s wind velocity. Below this length between

80m and 90m there exists no such kind of restriction and the CG lies in a stable area.
The same course of the curve can be found for the solar fuel cell technology. To each

wind velocity belongs a specific length of LTA HAP along the CG line. The course of the
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Figure 5.19: Crossection of segment to illustrate the D/4 stable area of total mass mtotal

of segment; while mtotal lying in this area occures that the segment is atable against roll
moments

graph is determined for this very solar array technology with its specific mass (1.5kg/m2)

and efficiency (19%) regardless of the used energy storage technology. But the shape of
the entire design window is influenced by the used energy storage concept. For the solar

battery system, the design window is broader and the CG line is steeper. Unlike the solar
battery system, with hydro fuel cell system the design window is slender and prolonged to

the right side of the diagram. Because the CG-line is flatter and therefore the intersection
with the Iso lines of higher wind velocities occur only at larger payloads. As mentioned

before this is the case because the hydro fuel cell storage system is almost 12 times lighter
than the battery system, thus the remaining mass has to be compensated by the payload or
by any other type of weights in order to shift the CG into the stable area of 1

4
D (see also

figure 3.17).

3. Area constraint line: Area constraint line is the line which restricts the design window
from the upper side of the design space and is equivalent to the iso line of the maximum
wind velocity. It means that the design can be performed only up to a specific velocity

where the size of segment area is big enough to integrate the necessary area of the solar
cells. Above this velocity the available segment area is smaller than the necessary solar

array area and therefore not enough for this task. The value of this maximum velocity
is determined by the solar array efficiency independent from its specific mass. Thus the

upper side restriction line is determined only by the efficiency of the solar arrays. In
case of 2.5km altitude and the solar array technology with 19% efficiency it is the mean
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velocity of 9m/s which restricts the design window from the upper side. The curves in

the diagram of figure 5.20 present the principle development of the areas of both, solar
array and segment upper surface, dependent from the velocity. The increase of area of

Figure 5.20: Principle development of areas of solar array and segment upper surface

dependent from velocity, for flight in 20km altitude and specific payload, solar array
efficiency, specific mass of solar array and electrical storage system.

solar array is steeper than that of the segment upper surface. Thus both curves have an

intersection which is the maximum of the possible velocity for the design window. The
same applies for the altitude of 20km altitude. In this case both curves have an intersection

at a velocity of 22m/s for this efficiency of 19% unlike for 2.5km altitude with a maximum
velocity of 9m/s. This is the case because of the much lower density in 20km altitude a
much bigger volume of segments is necessary to carry the same payload as in 2.5km.

Because of the bigger volume also the segment surface area is much bigger. Thus the
increasement of segment upper surface area in 20km altitude is much steeper than that in

2.5km and therefore the intersection of both curves for 20km altitude has a higher value
than that of 2.5km.

4. Constraint of maximum payload: The maximum payload depends on to what extent
the envelope structure of the LTA HAP can be strained. Because the larger the payload

the larger the total mass of LTA HAP and dependent on that is the structural strain of the
envelope. Since in this work, the structural strength of the envelope is not superficially

investigated, it is expected that the transferring of the forces into the envelope is arranged
such advantageous that it is not overloaded and a mission operation can be performed
without any problem up to a payload of 3 tone.
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5.4.2 Comparison and Discussion of Design Space
variation of solar cell efficiency ηSA for duration t ≥ 24h

Variation of parameters: ηSA solar cell efficiency, msp,SA specific mass of solar array
msp,FZ specific mass of storage

Now we investigate the behavior of the design window by varying the parameters of solar
array such as specific mass and efficiency. So far we have compared the results of two

different altitudes that of 2.5km and 20km. For both we used solar cells with a specific
mass of 1.5kg/m2 and an efficiency of 19% and two different types of electrical energy

storage concepts, namely batteries with an energy density of 156Wh/kg and hydro fuel
cells with 1.866Wh/kg. We investigated both short and long endurance missions and
achieved thereby four different types of design spaces (figure 5.18). Especially the design

spaces with regenerative energy systems were compared with each other in detail. It has
been realized that the design space of each mission scenario is restricted in particular by

four different types of constraint lines, which have been discussed in detail before. These
are the constraint line of:

1. minimum mean wind velocity,

2. CG constraint line,

3. area constraint line with a maximum wind speed, and the

4. constraint of maximum payload.

According to that, all valid designs are lying in the design window which is spanned by
these constraint lines. Disadvantageous is here the CG constraint line at the left side of

the design window, which predetermined a minimum size of LTA HAP for increasing
wind speeds and even for smaller payloads. Since for higher mean wind speeds of 9m/s

the curve is simply cut up by the CG constraint line at a HAP length of 93m. Because
only at this length the center of gravity is below the stable area of 1

4
D. In concrete terms,

this means that for the whole payload interval between 3kg to 1400kg a minimum size
of 93m has to be chosen for a mean wind speed of 9m/s, so that a stable flight can be
performed at all. It is not possible to select a smaller HAP length for smaller payloads of

e.g. 500kg, since all valid designs lay within the design window, thus at the right side of
the CG constraint line. If one would however like to use a light weight and better energy

storage such as hydro fuel cells which have about 12 times less mass for same capacity
as batteries, this would not bring any advantages regarding the size of LTA HAP. Because

the location of the CG constraint line is mainly influenced by the specific mass of the solar
array. Thus for same type of solar arrays the minimum HAP length of 93m remains valid.
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Regardless of which payload mass up to 1400kg or energy storage concept is selected, for

this type of solar arrays the upper limits are predetermined as presented in the diagrams.

In the same manner, as the CG constraint line also the area constraint line is a disadvanta-
geous limitation for the design of LTA HAP. Since the area constraint line is a boundary
line valid for a specific mean wind velocity. It reveals that the size of the segment upper

surface area is big enough to integrate the required solar arrays for only up to a wind speed
of 9m/s in an altitude of 2.5 km. Above this wind speed the size of the solar array area

exceeds the size of the segment upper surface area and can thus not be installed. Whereby,
this limitation is predefined by the efficiency of solar arrays.

This means that the shape of the design window is mainly determined by these two pa-
rameters of the energy system, namely the specific mass and the efficiency. Because they

have a significant impact on the size of entire LTA HAP design, therefore we will now
investigate there influence on the shape of the design window.

Following variation of the two parameters are undertaken:
Altitude: 2.5 km, fuel cell as regenerative energy storage system (figure 5.21):

a) Solar array specific mass: from 1.5kg/m2 to 0.25kg/m2

b) Solar array efficiency: from 19% to 26%

c) Solar array efficiency: from 19% to 41%

Altitude: 20 km, fuel cell as regenerative energy storage system (figure 5.22):

d) Solar array specific mass: from 1.5kg/m2 to 0.25kg/m2 with ηSA 19%

e) Solar array efficiency: from 19% to 26%

f) Solar array efficiency: from 19% to 41%
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of design space for flight in 2.5 km altitude with a duration

t ≥ 24h and variation of solar array efficiency; right diagram is top projection of the
left diagram
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of design space for flight in 20 km altitude with a duration

t ≥ 24h and variation of solar array efficiency; right diagram is top projection of the
left diagram
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Figure 5.23: Comparison of diagrams of mass of solar arrays and fuelcell corresponding

to the design surfces presented in figure 5.22 for flight in 20 km altitude and variation
of solar array efficiency
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All 6 diagrams are presented in figure 5.21 and 5.22 and are described in the following:

By changing the specific mass of the solar arrays for the 2.5km altitude, the CG con-
straint line shifts so far to the left side that it disappears. The design window moves also

downwards so that for small payloads and velocities smaller sizes of LTA HAPs can be
used. E.g. for a payload of 200kg and wind velocity of 9m/s even a HAP length of 43m

can be used (figure 5.21 a)). In contrast to this, initial designs with heavier solar arrays
enable this above a HAP length of 93m (figure 5.18). Moreover the design window is

also slender. However, what does not change is the value of area constraint line for mean
maximum velocity of 9m/s. Since this constraint line is only dependent on the efficiency
of the solar array. Moreover this correlation is valid for both energy storage concepts, the

batteries and solar-fuel cell system. In both cases of 2.5km altitude and 19% solar array
efficiency the maximum mean velocity is 9m/s.

Now we change the solar array efficiency from 19% to 26% and the results are shown in
figure 5.21 b).

The maximum mean velocity for the area constraint line increases from 9m/s to 10m/s.
The design window is similar to variation a). By increasing the solar array efficiency to

41% we obtain 11.5m/s for the area constraint line (figure 5.21, diagram c). The design
windows of all three variations have almost the same appearance. The curves on the

design surface for the minimum wind velocity appears similar in all three diagrams. There
is no CG constraint line and the area constraint lines have almost same curve shape, thus
almost the same HAP lengths. This is because the growth of the maximum wind speed

which is dependent from the solar array efficiency for the area constraint line is very flat.

The next variation is for 20 km altitude. There we have diagram a) in figure 5.22 for
0.25kg/m2 and 19% efficiency. The maximum wind velocity for the area constraint line
is 22m/s. Unlike the 2.5km altitude here we can see that the CG constraint line still exists

but it is moved very far to left, so that it appears at a velocity of about 15m/s and cuts
the curve of 22m/s at a HAP length of about 210m. This point was with the heavier

solar arrays of 1.5kg/m2 a length of more than 1200m and over 300,000kg payload. By
increasing the efficiency the CG constraint line shifts to left and the value of maximum

wind speed for area constraint line increases up to a value of 28.5m/s.

Figure 5.23 presents diagrams of mass of solar arrays and fuelcells corresponding to de-

sign surfaces presented in figure 5.22. As it is recognizable we were able to achieve a
v_max of up to 28m/s but the corresponding diagram of solar array mass shows that a

mass of up to 1,500kg is necessary. With 1,000kg we have a surface area of about 4,000m2

which is equal to an area of a football field. With 1,500kg we have a solar array area of

more than 1.5 time of such a field.

Table 5.6 summarizes the results of variation of solar array efficiency. It is worth re-

membering that 19% efficiency of solar arrays is a value which is realistic, achievable
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Altitude 2.5 km 20 km

η [%] vmax [m/s] vmax [m/s]

19 9 22

26 10 24.5

41 11.5 28.5

Table 5.6: Variation of solar array efficiency and corresponding maximum wind velocities
of the area constraint line

and are available in the market. All other higher values are already laboratory confirmed

but are not ready for series production and thus not available in such quantities in the
market. Therefore all restrictions with 19% solar array efficiency are based on realistic

conditions. All other calculations are based on assumptions that in the near future the
solar array technology would be sufficiently mature and it would be available in sufficient

commercial quantities.

Figure 5.24 presents the development of area of segment upper surface and solar arrays

with the three different efficiencies of 19%, 26% and 41%. The diagram in figure 5.24
presents a design scenario at 20km altitude and a payload of 2000kg. Each curve of the

Figure 5.24: Variation of solar array efficiency and corresponding intersection points of

segment surface area and solar array area for maximum wind velocities of the area
constraint line
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solar array area has an intersection with the curve of the segment surface. For a successful

integration of the solar arrays on the segment surface it is necessary that the solar array
area is smaller than that of the segment surface area. Thus the difference between both

surfaces, ∆ A, must always be greater than 0. With increasing velocity of wind and corre-
sponding HAP length, the difference gets ever smaller until it is equal to zero at the point

of intersection. At this point both surface areas are equal and it presents a limitation point
of the design for the maximum velocity. Above this point the difference is smaller than

zero and the segment surface area is not big enough to carry the solar arrays. Thus this
point restricts the design window from the upper side of the design space. As mentioned
before this graph is especially for the payload of 2000kg but the achieved result of inter-

section point is valid for all other payloads. With an efficiency of 19% the intersection
point is lying at 22m/s. With increasing efficiency of the solar array the intersection point

is shifted to the right side and we obtain 24.5m/s for 26% and 28.5m/s for 41%. Thus only
with higher efficiencies of solar arrays the design barrier regarding area constraint line can

be exceeded whereby HAP designs with higher wind speeds are achieveable. Meanwhile
the question of sufficient handling and integration of such football field sized solar array
area remains still unsolved.

5.4.3 Comparison with Conventional Airship Design

Now we will adapt the geometry model of chainbody LTA-HAP to the geometry of a con-
ventional airship such as HALE-D [78]. We will scale and morphe this shape for analysys
purpose. HALE-D is an UAV airship with a conventional geometrical form presented in

figure 5.25. It is designed for flight in 20 km altitude with solar cells and batteries as
energy source. We choose the state of the art in the market present technology to perform

a design analysis to conventional airships. For this purpose 4 different design scenarios
were calculated:

In design scenario 1 solar arrays with 19% efficiency and batteries with 156 Wh/kg are
used (figure 5.26). With this technology a maximum velocity of 13m/s is achieved, but for

a payload mass of 2000kg. For this design point a solar cell area of more than 1,000m2

(projection area) is required which has a mass of about 2500kg and the corresponding
mass of batteries is 4,000kg.

In design scenario 2 we use thin film solar arrays which have usually an efficiency of
about 7%. The calculation results are presented in figure 5.27. There we achieve a maxi-

mum velocity of up to 13.5m/s with a solar array area of up to 3,000m2 (projection area)
which is 4,500m2 integration area. Which has a mass of about 2000kg. The required

amount of batteries is about 4000kg.
In design scenario 3 we reduce the aerodynamic drag coefficient from Cw=0.08 to Cw=0.05
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and were able to increase the v_max up to a value of 16m/s. In design scenario 4 (figure

5.29) we increase the solar array specific mass to a hypothetical value of 0.25kg/m2 by
η = 19%. Furthermore fuelcells were used instead of conventional batteries with a value

of 1,866Wh/kg. This is a 11 times lighter electrical storage technology as the conven-
tional LiIo batteries. Thus we achieve a v_max of up to 22m/s with a corresponding solar

array area of more than 2000m2.
All these calculations are done for the summer months. For the winter months we have

only a mean solar radiation of 200W/m2 in 20 km altitude for only 6 h during day time.
Which means that 2.5 times less solar radiation is available for half time during the sum-
mer month. Thus for the winter months 5 times more solar array area of summer months

is necessary to produce enough electrical energy to design an airship with same v_max.
This is with the state of the art technology of solar arrays not possible. Because if we

need 3000m2 solar array area during the summer months then we need 15000m2 during
the winter months. This an area of about 4 football fields and the upper surface of an

airship did not provide such a surface. Furthermore the integration and handling of solar
arrays with such quantities present problems of its own.

Figure 5.25: Shape of conventional airship HALE-D [78] which is scaled and morphed

for further investigation
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Figure 5.26: Conventional airship configuration 1: H=20km; duration T ≥ 24h; solar
array material: 1, 5kg/m2; Cw=0.08; η = 19%; energy density of battery: 156Wh/kg
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Figure 5.27: Conventional airship configuration 2: H=20km; duration T ≥ 24h; solar

array material: 0, 5kg/m2; Cw=0.08; η = 7%; energy density of battery: 156Wh/kg
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Figure 5.28: Conventional airship configuration 3: H=20km; duration T ≥ 24h; solar
array material: 0, 5kg/m2; Cw=0.05; η = 7%; energy density of battery: 156Wh/kg
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Figure 5.29: Conventional airship configuration 4: H=20km; duration T ≥ 24h; solar ar-

ray material: 0, 25kg/m2; Cw=0.05; η = 19%; energy density of battery: 1866Wh/kg
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5.4.4 Summary of the Results

With the method of rule based graph grammars an object oriented design analysis is per-

formed to the mission of multi chain LTA HAP.
Two different flight altitudes, 2.5km and 20km were investigated within 5 different mis-
sion scenarios. For short duration missions LiIo batteries were used as energy source.

Whereby for long endurance missions solar arrays were used in combination with energy
storage for the night phases. As storage for electrical energy LiIo batteries(156W/kg) as

well as hydro fuel cell system (1,866W/kg) were used. As a result we achieved design
windows for the specific missions. For further investigations the four long endurance mis-

sions with regenerative energy systems were compared with each other. The comparison
show that the design window within the design space is essentially restricted by 4 types

of constraint lines:

1. minimum mean wind velocity,

2. CG constraint line,

3. area constraint line with a maximum wind speed, and the

4. constraint of maximum payload.

It is well clear for constraint line 1 and 4, that a minimum mean velocity has to be main-

tained and in regard to the payload there is maximum load capacity relating structural
strength of the envelope. Therefore a specific strength analysis is not performed within
this work, but it is assumed that a payload up to 2000kg could be carried by the hull

structure without any strength problems. The method of graph grammars provides the
opportunity to enhance the entire design model and integrate a structural strength analysis

capability so that for each design point such an analysis can be performed and dealt as a
constraint for the rule based approach.

Constraint lines 2 and 3 are investigated in detail, since they have a significant influence on
the shape of the design window. The CG-constraint line is dependent on the specific mass

and efficiency of the solar arrays and restricts the design space from the left side. The
area constraint line is only dependent from the efficiency of the solar arrays and restricts
the design space from the upper side. The design spaces are considered as contour maps

in L-PL-diagrams (L=HAP length; PL=payload). For higher specific masses (1.5kg/m2)
and low efficiencies (19%) of the solar arrays one is forced to use large HAP size for even

smaller payloads. Therefore it is a desirable goal to shift the CG-line as far as possible to
the left side, so that small HAP sizes for smaller payloads can be used.

Since the solar array efficiency influences the location of the area constraint line, it
presents a natural limit of maximum mean wind velocity for a long endurance mission
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e.g. with 19% efficiency we have a limitation of 9m/s for 2.5km altitude and 22m/s for

20km altitude.
By improving the specific mass of the solar arrays from 1.5kg/m2 to 0.25kg/m2, it was

possible to shift the CG constraint line so far to the left side so that smaller size of LTA
HAPs could be used for smaller payloads, e.g. for vmax = 22m/s the size could be re-

duced from a theoretical value of 1200m to a realistic value of 210m. Furthermore by
improving the efficiency from 19% to 41% (hypothetical value) the limit of maximum

velocity could be increased from 22m/s to 28.5m/s.

However by comparing the results following statements could be derived:

• In our northern latitude of 48.83◦ a station keeping mission is possible in 20km
altitude by using state of the art solar cell technology (1.5kg/m2 and 19% efficieny)

and batteries as electrical storage (156Wh/kg). But such a mission is not possible
in winter months, since five times more solar array area is required and the required

speed of 39m/s can not be achieved.

• The specific mass and the efficiency of the solar arrays are the dominating param-

eters which primarily influence the shape of the design window within the design
space. These are the parameters amongst others which have to be developed most
likely, so that long endurance missions with more reasonable size of chainbody LTA

HAPs and sufficient values of maximum mean velocities are possible. So that long
endurance high altitude station keeping missions are possible during the whole year.
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6 Conclusion

In this work a graph grammar based design language has been applied as an approach for
multi disciplinary object oriented design analysis of lighter than air (LTA) high altitude

platforms (HAPs).

The main contributions of this work are:

1. a systematic investigation to the innovative concept of multi disciplinary chainbody
LTA HAP and design analysis for long endurance deployment in 20km altitudes,

2. development of an object oriented graph grammar based design language as a plat-
form for systematic exploration and analysis of design space of LTA HAPs within

a reasonable timeframe,

3. analysis of five different type of mission scenarios in order to identify the constraint
lines delimiting design surfaces within the design space,

4. identification of design limitation parameters and their coupling to the design de-
limiting constraint lines for purpose of strategy development in order to conceive

novel design solutions,

5. investigation of three different type of propulsion systems and their operational

capability for long endurance deployment of LTA HAP in 20km altitudes.

The multi disciplinary object oriented design analysis is performed as following:

An object oriented design model is developed based on the method of graph grammars.

For this purpose the objects, so called vocabulary, are defined which contain all kind of
information such as geometry, physics, mathematical equations etc. for each discipline.
The couplings between the objects are identified and defined as the rules of the grammar.

Following disciplines are considered during the modelling process: envelope structure,
aerostatic and aerodynamic, operational environment, energy storage and power supply

system, propulsion system as well as system integration and power network. The design
model is applied to calculate 5 mission scenarios in order to explore the design space. A

mission is characterized by the used energy system such as (a) batteries, (b) a combination
of solar arrays and batteries and (c) solar arrays and fuel-cells. The design analysis leads
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to identification of boundaries that delimit the design surfaces within the design space, the

so called constraint lines such as, (1) constraint line of minimum mean wind velocity, (2)
CG-constraint line (3) area constraint line for the specific maximum wind speed, and the

(4) constraint of maximum payload. Decisive are the constraint line (2) and (3), because
they are defined by the parameters of used solar cells technology: the specific mass and

the solar array efficiency. The CG-constraint line is influenced by both parameters. But
the area constraint line is explicitly influenced by the solar array efficiency.

The results of the design analysis can be summarized as following:

With the developed design language chain body LTA HAPs were investigated in regard to
their propulsion system based on various energy storage technologies. It has been found

out that the use of state of the art propulsion system technology enables a long endurance
deployment only within limited time windows of summer months. This is due to the fact

that the solar arrays are installed at the upper side of the segment surfaces of multi chain
LTA HAP. Thus designs for higher wind velocities demands accordingly larger solar array

surfaces. But only a certain amount of solar arrays can be installed on the upper surface of
a segment. Because on the one hand the mass of solar arrays can magnitude to an amount
which can cause instable roll moments so that the HAP could tilt upside down. On the

other hand for particular designs the required size of solar arrays could be much greater
than the available size of istallation surface of the segments. Therefore the maximum

portable size of solar arrays of a LTA HAP is restricted.
However, for certain designs with higher mean wind velocities and corresponding larger

energy usage requires a huge amount of solar arrays. Thus with aforementioned restric-
tions the maximum wind velocity is therefore limited for designs for northern latitudes of
48.83◦ and altitudes of 20km. These values lie between 13-14m/s for state of the art solar

arrays and battery storage technology.
The design for winter months requires 5 times more solar array area as the designs of

summer months, thus with the state of the art technology such designs are not attainable
and therefore a station keeping task in our latitude is not possible.

A comparison with conventional airships reveals that the values of the constraint lines of
design surface have almost the same values as that of chainbody LTA HAP. Thus the de-

sign space of conventional airships has similar limitations as that of chainbody LTA HAP.
However chainbody LTA HAP have much more structural benifits over conventional air-
ship conceps for station keeping tasks in 20 km altitudes.

Further investigation yields that the constraint lines can be shifted by increasing the spe-
cific mass and solar array efficiency. With 0.25kg/m2 and 41% wind velocities up to

28m/s can be obtained. But for these mean wind velocities solar array areas as big as
football fields are required. It is doubtful, whether these size of areas can be handled suf-

ficiently on flexible membranes. With a theoretical value of efficiency of more than 75%
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and specific mass of about 5g/m2 feasible design could be achieved.

Beside the solar array technology it is desireable to utelize a electrical starage technology
with higher energy density than the state of the art technology with 156Wh/kg-1,8kWh/kg

in order to achive high performance designs. Electrical storage systems with capacities up
to 13kWh/kg has to be developed; this is a value near to capacity of contemporary fossile

fuels.

Outlook:
The developed object oriented graph grammar based design language provides the oppor-

tunity of further development of the design model with regard to the level of detail of each
discipline according to the state of the art. Moreover further analysis can be integrated to

the design model, such as:

• FEA of the membrane of envelope,

• material models

• CFD analysis (computational fluid dynamics)

• flight dynamic model for control design

• detailed model of the battery and fuelcell, etc.

Thus it is possible to enhance the model of each discipline in arbitrary depth and perform
a multidisciplinary design analysis.

In regard to the technological aspect there is enough development potential primarily in
the field of solar cell research. Only through the use of solar cells with very low specific

mass and high efficiencies design of chainbody LTA HAP can be obtained with sufficient
mean wind velocities and handleable size of envelope, solar cell area and energy storage
system.
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